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Eastern State News

>und

"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"
.

EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE ...CHARLESTON

LCter

is

ssiah Parts
to Eight
of

"The

iah" under the direction of

lea J. Dvorak was attended

than 350 persons last
.y night. Th� choir is made
of Eastern students, high
�tudents, faculty members,
munity people as well as
choirs and persons from
nding towns.

parts for "The Messiah"
be sung by Perry Whitson,
who will sing "Comfort Ye
1ple," and "Every Valley;"
�e, bass, who will sing "But
May Abide," "For Behold
88 Shall Cover the Earth,"
·pie That Walked in the
,9."

To

Zion,"
and
"He Was
" Grace Hance, soprano,
"Rejoice Greatly;" Doro,, alto, will sing "Shall He
's ;Flock;"
Jane English,
, will sing
"Come Unto
fl'J'hy Rebuke Hath BroHeart" and "Behold and
'I'here Be Any Sorrow" will
by Kent Wiebking; and "I
My Redeemer Liveth" will
by Barbara Ringo Knott.

' .g

Delta Sig Student
Directories on Sale

le,

1lacement

mber

Pooley was last year's
the Warbler and assist
•f in '46. Mr. Cooley, a ju
a botany major from Mat
. year,
Mr.
Cooley is
Wf Phi Sigma Epsilon
mber of Sigma Delta,
1u Delta and Science club.
Kapp� S�g from
JS a te-engmeermg masident of the Student

,'geritii,
p
le

two

pneral course or any
ear

pre-professional

ahould

leave

their

In the Registrar's Of
'iliey wish to receive the
diploma with the
1948. These

names

on file by December

THE INDIANAPOLIS
orchestra,.

Alabama
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Arizona
University of Arizona
Arkansas
Ouachita college
California
FullEJrton Junior college
University of
Southern
Cali
fornia
Colorado
Colorado State College of Agric.
Western State College of Colo
rado
District of Columbia
George Washington university
Georgia
Mercer university
Indiana
Anderson college '
Ball State Teachers college
Butler university
(Continued on page

10)

Symphony
by

appear

Eastern Monday, December

1.

ing the

1946-47

tion work on

48

•

.

.

were heard in

Buzzard said last week. Aecepted

week sea

1000

THAN

persons

at-

tended the Fall Festival benefit

dance in

the

Health

Education

night. Gene

A complete report on ticket sales

from the various fraternities, sor
oriti�s, and

other

organizations
_

which collaborated with Alpha Phi
Omega in presenting the dance is
not

available

as yet,

known that more than
ets were purchased.

but it

2000

�

is

ti k

Six Tri Sigma Guests
At Phi Sigma Dinner
DINNER IS served.

Bernie Waren, Phi Sigma Epsil

on quartermaster, used those three

little words last Thursday evening
to move dinner

guests

and fra

ternity boys to their P.laces at the
Greek letter house.

The guests, Catherine McQueen,

Deva

Kibler,

worth,

Shirley

Shirley

Middles

Thornton, Betty

Kirkham, Betty Jean Gaines, and

Miss

Gertrude

Hendricks,

acted as chaperon, sat
covered

tables

who

at

linen

decorated

with

paper turkeys and heaping fruit

bowls.

Steve

Morgan,

chairman,

'gr�up

Elam, Brain Trust
Plan '48 Homecoming

1000 Persons Attend
'Fall Festival' Dance
MORE

NBC

broadcasts for which there were
audiences. Thirty five concerts
were played in other cities.
The Indianapolis symphony or
chestra has been presented on the
Columbia, Mutual, and
NBC net
works for a total of 90 coast-to
coast and short-wave broadcasts
and is an exclusive Victor
Red
Seal artist with 15 releases to its
credit.
maestro

social

headed a singing

ses

sion follOfing the dinner that in
cluded a little old and a little new

in song.

Phi Betas Ride in Hay
.
And Eat-and Eat
THE HAYRIDE, a creation that
will never go out of style, was
used by Phi-Beta sorority to sup
plement its farm party last Sat
urday evening, held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bumpus near
Arcola.

The group left early in the even
ing and sang old familiar group
songs (for those who would 1is
ten) as it made the round of �he
square on the way north.
The
program at
the
farm included
thawing-out after the ride, eating,
card playing, eating, group games,
eating, dancing to the "Phi Beta
record review" program, and an
other hand-to-mouth exercise.

A GROUP popularly
known as
Elam's Brain Trust met Wednes
day evening, November 12, in the
Science building. The group con
sisited of those receiving special
invitations and members of the
Eastern State
club
as
invited
guests. Twenty-five students 11;nd
12 faculty members attended.
Plans were discussed for the en
tire school year of Eastern's gol
den anniversary, with emphasis on
the homecoming of that year.Stu
dent participation... will be greater
in the preparations, which have al
ready begun, than ever before.
Eastern State club will be parti
cularly active in the planning of
the activities.
The suggestions for the home·
coming resulting from the meet
irig are as follows:
1. The theme of the parade
should be "The Pageant of the
Past," with each school orl
ganization preparing a float
to represent some event
or
point in the history of Eastern.
2. Only a few bands should
be invited to participate in
the parade, a band festival be
ing held at another time.
3. Two dance bands should
be secured for the homecom
ing dance.
Stanley Elam, Director of Pub
lic Relations, states that his office
would welcome any suggestions
from the student body or faculty
regarding the golden anniversary
celebrations. Such suggestions may
be left in the office of Public Re
lationsr Main building.
·

Robinson Writes
On Federal Services
DR. STANLEY C. Robinson of the
department of business educa
tion is author of an article in the
fall issue of American Business
Education entitled "Federal Ser
vices Available for Courses Per
taining to Organizing and Manag
Business-Service Es
ing Small
tablishments."
American Business Education is
a joint publication of the Eastern
Business Teachers association and
the National Business· Teachers
association.
Description of the federal ser
vices resulted from research work
in several federal agencies last
year by Dr.Robinson.

Bud �ode rick and. l}and
Here For 'Gobble Hobble'

IF YOU feel lucky, and like to
dance, you can't afford to miss
the Gobble Hobble, this coming
Saturday from 9 to 12 p. m. For
The sorority girls
and
their
Thanksgiving-time
shindig,
guests, including Mr. and Mrs. J. this
Bud Aoderick and his orchestra
M. Thompson acting as
chap
will be on hand.
erones, numbered thirty persons.

....

and

received by John Mackler and Co.,

21

Indianapolis, including two

Fabien Sevitzky

athletic areas

main campus of Eastern""has been

83

season, played

concerts during the
son. Of these,

Thousand for
Lincoln Field Site
Improvement

comDr. AUTHORIZATION OF the
mencement of actual construc
at

The Indianapolis Symphony, dur

sic for the dancers.

CHECKING THROUGH the list
of students attending Eastern
today may give you a preview of
days ahead.
When Eastern
was
dedicated
nearly 50 years ago the faculty
numbered nineteen ·members, and
the student-body less
than 250
persons.
Today,
approximately
1300 students are enrolled, and
they are aided in their &tudies by
more than 100 instructors..
Eastern State today serves
more than those in the state
and immediate vicinity whose
objective is to gather subject
matter for use in the teaching
field. Students
have
come
from colleges and universities
in 30 different states to ac
quire the professional techni
ques emphasized at Eastern.
One university, B i a r r i t z
American u n i v e. r s i t y , in
France is also represented.·
Student transfers
have
come
from schools as far away as the
states ()f palifornia and Washing
ton to the west-New York, Mary
land, and New Hampshire in the
east-Alabama and
Georgia of
the �Id Southland, and Minnesota
to the north.
There are 75 persons from the
following schools throughout the
country, and the state they repre
sent, who make up 45%; of East
ern's transfer students.

conducted

Fabien Sevitzky, will

Trimble's orchestra furnished mu

Transfer Students
Represent 30 States

$350

Indianapolis· Symphony
To Play Here Dec. l

building last Frida y

National 'Who's Who'
Eastern in the
Who in Ameri
versities
and
Colleges,
•US J
were
_ersonalities
·Y Hie - student council
k. ltl'hey were Jean Ash
ughman, Bob Black,
1beck, Everette Cooley, Bill
.Id, Neal Hudson,
Rose
·Y Metter, Shirley Mid
Ro y Miller, Jack Muth
John
Roberts,
Arlene
·en, and Bernie Waren.
its were nominated by the
louncil member s and vot
the faculty for consider
the student council hav&nal vote.
.
1o's Who, which is print
loosa, Ala., conducts
ire surveys of the atti�
�ollege people. As a free
for its. members, it operbureau.
I
ical Facts
.re so me biographical facts
Who's Who electees:
Jahby, Delta Sig, is a ju
joring in music. One of
·a drum majorettes, Miss
bas won three state cham
and numerous
trophies
lleld. She is a cheer leader
of. babd, chorus,
., £eeilians, and Student

Midwestern

Hubbard Resigns

Stu.dents Represent .Eastern

19, 1947

New ,Athletic Field Contract Awarded

STUDENT
DIRECTORIES
are
now on sale in the main hall. The
booklet contains the name, home
town, Charleston
address, and
phone number of every student in
the college. Included also in this
yellow-covered publication are the
names and addresses of all faculty
members and of various college of
fices and organized houses.
The directories have been com
piled annually for more than five
years by the members of Delta Sig
ma Epsilon sorority. They were
originally published by the pledge
classes who, during the war, when
there were too few students i n
school t o warrant a printed edition,
mimeographed the directories.
The directories will be on sale
for the remainder of the week and
will be offered again for sale dur
ing the first week of the new
quarter. Bring your quarter and
get your director)! now!

HAL
HUBBARD resigned
as
president of Theta Alpha Phi
and Players at their meeting this
week. Don Musselman, who has
. been serving as
vice-president,
will suceed Hubbard as president.
Hubbard, gave "ill health" as his
reas�n for resigning.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Chicago Heights, President R. G.

proposals result in a net contract

of

$3513,269.72.

The

contract

covers

the

con

struction of a men's athletic area
on the land known as Lincoln field.
The area
field,

will include a

tw.o practic
·

�

football

football fields,

an oval running track, a one hun
dred yard straightaway, a baseball

diamond with bleachers, twelve
hard-surfaced tennis courts, four
hard-surfaced
voll::yball
courts,
three hard-surfaced b a d m i n t o n
courts, two handball courts, and
a nine-hole golf course, newly de
signed.

The women's playing field will
be temporarily located
in
the
southwest corner of the
present
Schahrer Field. It will consist of
five tennis courts, four badminton
courts, two basketball courts, and
two volleyball courts.
All courts
will be hard-surfaced.

The main campus will have an
entirely new pattern
of
drives,
walks, an d parking areas. The oval
drive in front of the Main build
ing will be modified to include two
-parking areas. All other drives and
present parking areas on the cam
pus will be eliminated with the ex
ception of such
service
drives
combined with concrete pavements
that will be needed.

In addition to the parking areas
on the oval, two areas will be con
structed on the campus off Fourth
_and Seventh streets.
An outdoor theater will be con
structed southeast of the location
of the new library building, and
will also lie in the southwest cor
ner of the present forest planta
tion. This will be. equipped with
a large acting area fronted by ter
races.

An extensive formal garden will
be laid out south of the new li
brar y building. A similar garden
development will be situated north
of the library.

Radio Staff to
Give Thanksgiving
Assembly Program
A SPECIAL Thanksgiving assembly program will be presented
next Wednesday by the Radio
staff. "A Fable fo Thanksgiving"
written by Don Musselman will be
presented in radio form and will
include in its cast Musselman, Al
lan Corbin, and Tom Rothchild.
The "broadcast" will show that on
the surface there appears to be
nothing to be thankful for, but
underneath there is really much
to be thankful for.

�

•

Thanksgiving Vacation
Begins Wednesday .at

3

THANKSGIVING
V A CAtion will officially begin
for Eastern's students at the
close of their last class next
Wednesday, November 26, not
at noon as reported in last
fall's handbook. A c t u a 11 y,
however, vacation will begin
at 2 :50 p.m. as three and
four o'clock classes will meet
on Monday instead of Wed
nesday.

��

·

Wednesday, November

PAGE.TWO .

Advice To Ike

Take Care of Columbia
AT THE time of Mr. Truman's assumption of the presidency,
and for several months thereafter, his chances of election
in 1948 were almost negligible. A cross section sample of the
American voters showed him trailing any one of three or
four possible Republician nominees.
Since then, however, his presidential stock for next year's
election has taken a sharp turn upward. His handling of the
Lewis-coal

strike

problem

won

him

public

acclaim,

and

theoretically at least the labor vote is solidly behind him be
cause of his veto of the Taft-Hartley bill.
Republican hopes for a GOP landslide next November have
now gone by the board. Recent test polls indicated that the
voters were inclined to look on Truman more favorably, and
the resounding defeat the Republicans suffered in Kentucky,
which showed a governor ousted, added the clincher.
This places the Republicans squarely at the cross-roads.
They have the choice of nominating a man on their honest
estimate of his presidential timber, or they can be stampeded
into choosing a candidate merely on the strength of his vote
getting appeal.
The question of vote appeal in any one man instantly
. brings up the name of Eisenhower. General Ike is undoubtedly
one of the most popular men in America today. If nominated
he would have more than a fair chance of being elected; if
elected he would make an honest, hard-working, and sincere
president.
A tragedy of modern society, however, is the fact that
no amount of honesty, hard work, or sincerity will compen
sate for.lack of aptitude or ability in a job as big as that of the
presidency. That Ike handled his military assignment capably
is a foregone ·conclusion; it doesn't follow that he can handle
a country the same way.
A lot of people are fond of saying that a president needs
only "horse" sense. Common sense he needs, granted. But he
needs a lot more. He should be a man of economic and inter
national foresight; a combination business man, politician, and
diplomat.'
So, Ike, if your admirers start boosting you for president
in '48, just forget it and take care of your university. Let
Taft, Dewey, Warren, or Vandenburg worry about the Re
publican chances for the big job.

Here's The Dope

.Congress and Tax Reduction
WILLIAM A. KNUTSON, Republican representative from
Minnesota, is chairman of the House Ways and Means
committee, whose job it is to initiate into Congress all changes
in tax reduction.
With all eyes toward the elections of 1948, the Republican
leaders in Congress wish to push through tax reduction legis
lation. This legislation, though introduced by the conservative
element of the Republican party, is supported wholehearted
ly by the conservative factor of the Democratic party in the
south.
The supporters of the proposed legislation ·also demand a
restriction and decrease of governmental spending. The
philosophy of the supporters of the bill is that a tax reduc
tion would cut the government income, thus forcing the ad
ministration to practice careful economy. This would pare
government pay rolls of party leaches and' inefficient office
holders.
On the other hand, opposition to the bill claim it is class
legislation, designed to benefit the moneyed class, who al
ready have adequate incomes for their support. The present
administration insists that therefore the tax reduction pro
gram would favor but a smaff per cent of the population.
Another point of the opposition of the tax cut legislation,
is that, in cutting the national income, it would greatly hamper
the program of aid to the war-weary European and Asiatic
peoples.
A third point of the opposition is over the question of
paying the national debt. If the government income is cut, it
would be difficult indeed to retire any portion of the national
debt. The interest on the debt costs the government more than
five billion dollars a year, so it appears that speedy retiring
of any portions of the debt would be beneficial to the pros
perity of tlre government.
·

·

hat have t

I couldn't

PROBABLY THE most fascinating question being
asked
by
Easternites these
days
concerns
the enigmatic
freshman foreign
policy. Just what shifts and de
velopments have taken place with
in the machine since the disastrous
decision to vote the "I want to be
paddled" ticket? Perhaps a brief
flashback to that fateful night will
h e l p us
understand
freshman
moves in the future.
Bernie Waren, president of
the Men's
union,
and
four
bodyguards strode into the as
sembly and opened the meet
ing. Waren and one
of
his
cohorts, a
husky
indiviidual
whose obvious purpose was to
browbeat the
opposition, en
tertained those
pres-ent with
an interesting two-act
play.
Warren pointed out the fool
ishness of the entire initiation
proceedings
and
suggested
calling a halt.
Hiis indignant
bodyguard, getting his
lines
off with
masterful
forceful
ness, asserted that
he
(the
bodyguard
ha d
w a d: e d·
through many
paddle
lines
himself, that he enjoyed doing
a little paddle-weilding of his
own, and that school simply
wasn't
school
without this
exuberant display of spirit.

REMEMBER WHAT Benjamin Franklin said? "We have to
all hang together, or we'll all hang separately." That's
what we did in the case of the Fall Festival last Friday.
One of our guys needed help. Alone, he couldn't pay his wife's
operation. The festival wasn't charity, just the old neighbor
ly hand.
We bought tickets to a dance, had a good time and fixed
up our buddy, too. We stuck together. They tell us co-op'eration
won the war. I guess it did; at least it was a major factor in
the final victory.
"Hanging together" can do a lot of things. It could win
the peace! A few smart statesmen saw this when they form
ed the United Nations. The boys on the UN seem, to date, to
be doing their best to force the world to "hang separately" in
a billowing cloud of atomic smoke.
We stuck together last week, the armed forces co-operated
enough to win the war. If the nations of ·the world would only
listen to the words of old Ben Franklin, we might have the
'JOne World" of Mr. Willkie's dream after all.

their

full pad

SPRING IN CHICAGO

The final outcome, as we all
know, was that paddle lines
would be continued but with
the assurance that the pad
dlers would not S'Wing so vig
orously as usual.

Set Freshman Policy

By S.F. Koester
SPRING CAME to Chicago
· morning
of 1957.
The sun
bright and unclouded over the
dunes along Lake Michigan.
ters stretched on the sills of
shattered windows of
La
street station
and
heralded,
morning.

Evidently · after a good night's
sleep and a couple of earl y morn
ing classes the freshmen began to
emerge from- their hypnotic state
and contemplate
their
UI).Certain
future with a good deal of appre
hension. Perhaps they should get
together and devise some means
before another seance is held and
they vote upperclassmen the auth�
ority of capital Plll\ishment over
their inferiors.

A groundhog scurried undeJI
rusting elevated
girders on
corner of Cottage
Grove av
and 48th street to pounce up
mouse hiding vainly in the y
grass along the deserted car tr
Down
in
Grant
Park,
bustled. A herd
of
wild
rooted around the broken statu
Lincoln while a family of ra
hopped timidly across quiet ·
igan boulevard.

The Soap Box

Directory, We Have One

Editor, Eastern State News.:
IT HAS been brought to my at
tention that there is an urgency
for a college directory.
This is the tenth week of school
and still no directory. Last year
the college directory
book
was
compiled by Delta Sigm a Epsilon
sorority; it was not available un
til after the winter quarter start
ed, however.
Why can't the sororit y get the
directory on sale sooner? If cir
cumstances are such that it can
not, why not turn the project ov
er to some other organization? If
The thespian
were interrupted
however, it has a monopoly on
at this point when one freshman
the compilation, this could not be
stood up and renounced the idea
done.
of being attacked by a grou p of .
As a last expedient, could the
club-carrying upperclassmen as ut
News publish a supplement giving
terly ridiculous as well as painful
the necessary
information
until
to one's pride and
physiognomy.
the time when the directory could
Of course, this free-thinking indi
be produced? ·
vidualist was at once hooted down
This is indeed an exigency, for
by his resentful companions who
the college directory is in great
ha d become mesmerized by the
demand.
.
preceeding histrionic performance
Editor's Note: See Page 6 of the
and who were in a few moments November 12 News.

The songs of robbins and
chattering of wrens in their
within the confines of ruined b
ings made the day cheerful for
wild creatures. It was truly a
day to be alive. Chicago had
'
come a nice place for animall
live, for the overpowering s
of deca y had almost departe
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"Well, we'n
ged that n<
are. I and I
ea that hav'
Well, you k
n Koester i

TELEPI

�

It was far different now
that other spring· morning
the city ha d been popula
egot' '
people, stupid,
blind,
people. It had been noisy
very noisy. Taxi horns, racin
gines, police sirens, thunderi
comotives. All that noise an
nothing!
•

;

Ben Franklin

Philosophy Brought Up to Date

going to demand
dling right.

Superiors' Whims

c

don't try t
only those p
And last v
wled all ov
was no pi
fm, that WI
n't put in y
ted it, peopl1
ter would sv
're a hunted
at's all rig
got more J
r Hoover."
o's protec
e informer
e informei
es."
hat have 1
you?"

About noon that day occur
blinding flash, a tremendo�
plosion, a great cloud of pin
purplish smoke,
boiling
hea
ward, a dim, ros y glow all
the city. It
happened near
Loop, and the Loop disapp
The Tribune
building
colla
with many other structures
from the center of the blast.
The next week was a nigh
of confusion. Bodies
lay ev
where. Electric power failed,
oline supplies
ran out, brin
transportation
to
a
stand
There followed a period of viol
as mobs looted the ruined s
fighting pitJ:hed battles with
outnumbered police. Those s
people didn't realize that they
their city were through!
Finally it dawned on them.
lines of Chicagoans blocked e
out of
thoroughfare leading
/.
. city. They died like flies, dro
dead without a mark on the llll
cept for occasional blackened
es of skin. Those who didn't
never came back to the city.
staye d on but most of them
of typhoid or cholera, and the
survivors were driven away bf
stench.
No living thing returned to
cage for more than a year.
the animals began to come
Now, three years after the e
ion, the city is populated. with
life. Pheasants
abound ' in
parks. Ducks
flock to the
front b y the thousands, while
dogs hunt along the thoroug
no t yet overgrown with grasa
weeds.
There is no sign of man
where, but every now and t
pig will root out a blackened.
ton in the gutter. ·

·

�:

He

Mo
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Anfinson, Gregg

ay
ifs

Pem HC!ll Notes

Attend Chi Meeting

Makes Like Boyer,

DR. RUDOLPH D. Anfinson, Dean
of Men

Protection From Hoover

ans

and

Services,

Director of Veter
and

Rr.

Raymond

Gregg, Business· Manager, were in
Chicago on Wednesday and Thurs
day, November 5 and 6.

you trying to kill off us in-

There they

discussed

matters

'concerning the contracts·

between

Eastern and the Veterans Admin
istration.

Jim, We'd like to, but
how it is. We take pict�
people who do things .that
1d attention. Now if you'd
plants like Arzena, or
1tball like ·chuck Gross,
lie happy to put your picture

VT

1t have those birds done
I couldn't do? And further
don't try to tell me that you
those people who are big
id last week my name was
all over the sheet, but
was no picture."
that was one reason we
1't
t in your picture. If we
peo ple like Koester and
ould swarm all over you.
a hunted man."
' s all right. So I'm hunted.
more protection ·than J.
Hoover."
pro t ecting you?"
.rormer's club."
biformer's club?"

"How do· you know who's after
you?"

"4 don't really know. We had a
meeting and figures say that one
third
of the student body is
against me. So
we'll get them
first."
"How do · you
get?"

;o Chicago
. The sun
led over the
Michigan.
the sills of
s of
La
td
heraldeQ

to

"Well, we're starting alpha
betically
with
exceptions.
We've decided to
get honor
students first. That way we can
protect ourselves and elimin
ate competition at the same
time. Then we'll pick out guys
like Munsell, Jake Dalton, and
John Tolch. They're potential

E

Koester

figure - who

of

Eastern was also discussed with
the Public Housing Administrator.

\lasn't any firing pin. They
stole Billiter's belt. If he
starts to fight me, his pants
will fall off. They put knock
out drops in one guy's water
the other evening. He still
thinks that the chili that he
ate was spiked."

1w

The housing project

foes."
"How do you know that they
are?"
"They've got
hands,
haven't
they?"
"Look, Jim. If you do that,
you'll kill off the student body.
We can't have that."
"Well, I'm just
showing
you
that it's all right to put my picture
in the paper. I'm protected all the
way."
"Okay, if that's the way you
feel."
"Let's go."
Bud Adams came in with
his camera j ust then and Jim
posed dramatically before
a
portrait of Charles Boyer that
he. had just happened to bring
with him.
Does anyone know where Bud
can find an Anastigmat f. 4.5 lens?

Yea, It Tasted
Just Like Starch
GENEYA HOGSHEAD was mar
ried
Monday,
November
10.
Seems as though everyone knew
about it except yours truly.
Angele Kirnbauer, a French ma
jor from Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
is a new Pemite.
Delores Seaman's efforts to beat
the revenuers exploded in her
closet. It was apple cider, but the
puff was sufficient to blow clothes
off the rack.

"Bubbles" Schneiter
could not
get up to answer "Dr. I-Chew''
Burmeister at the birthday dinner
because she was stuck to her chair.
Glor�a was sitting on some bubble
gum. "{t really wasn't part of the
act," said Gloria.
Sue Iwetate is feeling like a "dis-

Gruenewald Visits
Chicago Schools
LEROY W.
Eastern

Gruenewald

cial science

department

Chicago November
observe the

s�

visited

13 and 14 to

laboratory school at

the University of Chicago and the
John Marshall high school social
science department.
He noted the philosophy of the
schools, the courses

offered,

the

organization of materials, and the
methods of instruction.

placed· person" since the hall will
.close for Thanksgiving vacation.
Nine 1 a. m. fudge-makers could
not find a pan to cook the fudge in, .
so Bev. Beekler got the starch pan
from the basement. The fudge tast
ed like starch.

I
���
,,�'(!.�
'

�·

SNACKBAR

'el�

we 're so cleverly ar
that no one knows who
I and REZ are the only
that have been mention
r'fell, you know that tommy
loester is carrying?
It

•BREAKFAST
• PLATE ANQ DINNER. LUNCHES
• EVENING MEALS
BURGER BASKETS

robbins and
·ens in their
es of ruined b
!l.y cheerful fo·
twas truly a
. Cpicago ba
.ce for anim
erpowering s
nost depart

.

.

ICE CREAM

•

"I'll

FOUNTAIN DRINKS

Open Weekdays 7 :30 a.
JOE FENDER, Mgr.
EAST OF FIRE HALL

m.

to 7 p.

take D�ntyne Chewing Gum!"

"He'• got 1omething there! When it comes to girl1
you can love 'em and leave 'em, but once you've
taated that swell flavor of Dentyne Chewing Gum,
you're sold 1olid for life, Brother! Dentyne help1
·
keep teeth white, too!"

m.

CLASS OF t25

510 JACKSON

Dentyne Cum-Made Only By Adams

e4

I>

ifferent now
ng· morning
1een popula
eg
blind,
been noisy
i horns, raci
ens, thunderi
that noise a

•
•

•

•

1Ys Joe Mooney1 s
latest Decca disk-

11La.zy Countryside11

AYBE
M

you've heard other good disks of

this tune-but that was before Joe

Mooney waxed it. His record is a standout.
Another recr;>rd that stands out is the
record of Camel cigarettes. More men

and women are smokin� Camels than
ever before!
You'll find the answer in your "T-Zone" .
(T for Taste and T for Throat). Try
Camels. Discover why, with smokers

who have tried and compared, Camels
are the "choice of experience."

�

10 sign of m
very now and
out a black
utter. ·

the
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pro-

hat day occ
a tremendo
t cloud of pi
. boiling
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happened near
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power failed,
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a
a period of vi
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d battles witW
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ealize that th
! through!
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d like flies, d
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most of theuf
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-trom experience
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Stoff Awaits Open
Season on Storks

NINE

season

awaiting

open

for stork hunting. And its

staff knows exactly
when

the

that happy

yes, in the

where to go

time

general

arrives

vicinity

of

Trailor City and Apartmentville!
The harried housing
staff
wearily states that Eastern's
housing shortage for-married
people is caused in part by
an abundance of "little strang
ers." A new baby means more
room, more room
means
a
larger quarters, and every re
quest for new quarters means
a headache for the
housing
staff. The supply
larger
of
apartments
and
trailers
is
much exceeded by the demand
for
larger apartments
and
trailers.
Multiple births are
a
special
problem. For example, the situa
tion
became
especially
gloomy
when Edward Sluder proudly an
nounced last spring the arrival at
his hearth of twins.
Even Dan Cupid
is taking a
beating at the hand of the short
age. Several impending marriages
may remain "impending" if
the
problem of living 'quarters is not
soon solved.
A final note of gloom is ad
ded upon examination of the
waiting list for housing. Ont!
hundred and seventeen fami
lies are awaiting living quar
ters. Thirty per cent of these
·
have children.
The housing staff
well knows
and respects the fact that mar
riages and births
are made
in
heaven, but sometimes
it
can't
help wishing that
such
things
came to its office for the "O .K,,"
or a "cease and desist!"

Writers Reorgan ize;

Now English Club
NORMA LATHROP
secretary-treasurer
Tau Delta, honorary
English fraternity, at
last Wednesday at the
Howard DeF. Widger.

NEOPHYTES

of

Kappa

SIGMA

was elected
of
Sigma
professional
the meeting
home of Dr.

Principal issue of the
meeting
was the reorganization of Writers
club, made up of students interest
ed in creative writing. Membership
in the club is based upon the ac
ceptance of an original manuscript,
and the club is associated with Sig
ma Tau Delta.
The new plan calls for a depart
mental club made up of English
majors and minors arid other per
sons interested in creative writing.
Joint meetings will be held with
Sigma Tau Delta, and a program
of varied interests has been out
lined for this year.
The organizational
meeting of
English club will be held Decem
Waffle will
ber 10. Dr. Eugene
give an account of his experiences
in the South Seas.

itiated

last

Wednesday.

who

fall quarter pledgeship by conduct

and

were Raymond

Cross, James Curlin, Richard Fal

Maple

hotel

ing the final

and terminated
initiation

the

ceremony

at the chapter house at 1501 South
Seventh street in the

afternoon.

ley, Wesley Hilligoss, Melvin Kel

Also, as a part of Sig Tau custom,

lenberger, Denver Laturno, Foster

morning worshi p was attended by

Marlowe, Marshall Reed, and Rob

both

ert

bers Sunday morning.

Simpson.

Gindler

President J a m e s

presided

over the

initia

Following the initiation all mem
bers

went

to El Rancho

for a

Rudolph Anfin

son, Dean of Men, was guest
nonor at

.):he

The place clrosen for the group
worship was the Immanuel Luth

tion ceremonies.

steak dinner. ·Dr.

actives and soon-to-be mem

of

dinner. Entertainment

for the evening was provided in
the form of several
aftef-dinner
speeche s highlighted by
an
im
promtu speech b y new
member, .
Melvin Kellenberger.

.Eastern, Army to

6'

Go Hand in Hand
EASTERN WILL cooperate with
the army in a new
recruiting
program for JJ.linois colleges. Lt.
General Welton H.
Walker,
ap
pointed by the army to head the
program, has corresponded with
President R. G. Buzzard, and Mas
ter Sargeant Simonson, of
Dan
ville, has recently visited the cam
pus. Technical
Sargeants
Shade .
and Allen, who conducted army re
cruiting in Mattoon, have also vis
ited. Eastern.

eran church at Ninth and Lincoln
streets.
The new members
are
Don
Dole,
Phil Emig,
Robert "Red"
Flaugher, Henry "Heinie" Step
ping, Jack Tenison, Bob Brehn,
Carl Cohoon, and Bill Hotto. ·

Moses Sees MacMu rray
Radio Facilities
MAC MURRAY COLLEGE, Jack. sonville, saw Eastern's radio
station in the person of Dr. Elbert
R. Moses, Jr. last Saturday when
he visited the famed girls' school
to inspect radio facilities there.
Of
special interest was
the
wired station with outlets in all
buildings of the campus. Broad
casts from radio
room can be
directed to every building because
of the ingenious PA system.
Professor Howard C. Hansen,
director of radio at MacMurray,
conducted Dr. Moses through the
station wl)ich has been opet'ating
for the past three years.

English

fessional

p ro-

fraternity,

will again sponsor the annual lit
erar y

supplement

of

the

New!P,

President Sara Berninger announ

ced last week. It will form part
of the December 17 issue.
Any student at Eastern is eli
gible to submit original poetry,
essays, or short stories. Book re
views are also acceptable.
Deadline for �submitting mater
ial will be December 3. A box is
being provided in the English of
fice and all manuscripts may be
left there.
Judging of the material will be
done by members of Sigma Tau
Delta and the English faculty.
Students having anything which
might be suitable for publication
should not hesitate to turn it in,
Miss Berninger urged.
IF YOU feel lucky, and like to
dance, you can't afford to miss
the
Gobble
Hobble,
Saturday,
November 22. Bud Roderick will
play for this Sig Tau sponsored
shindig. Time: 9 p. m. to 12 mid
night. Place: Old Aud.

Kitten Meets End As
Ca mpus Violence Flar
.VIOLENCE FLARED on the
pus last Wednesday morn

�

sulting in one mortality. Five
eminent campus parasites,

j

on a small gray kitten near
hall.
After a brief tussle, the
departed leaving the kitten
broken back.
Mercifully, J'
Goss administered
the
"co
grace."
IF YOU feel lucky, and like
dance, you can't afford to
the
Gobble
Hobble,
Sa
November 22. Bud Roderick
play for this Sig Tau s
shindig. Time: 9 p. m. to 12
night. Place: Old Aud.
8.

H UT T S

TAX

Fully Insured

Local and Distance

Also

•

•

•

Fresh Popcorn

he conventio
day with rei
husker hot.
"on was he
at 11 p. m.
lelight vesp
eh.

Willi deliver to partiea
PHONE

36

For Your November,
Picnics and Weiner Roasts
CALL 1500 For Your

Buns . . . Doughnuts . . . Rolls

IDEAL· BAKERY
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

Housing Facilities
Available for Men
OFFICE OF t'lle Dean of Men reports that Eastern Illinois State
college is the only state college
that has a surplus of rooms avail
able for single men.
Dean Anfinson stated that
75
additional male students
can be
housed winter quarter at Eastern.
There is also space for three ad
ditional men in the dormitory.

Say it with Flowers
MAKE IT A HABIT!
Send lovely flowere
often!

HELM'S

LINCOLN CLEANERS

FLOWER SHOP

PHONE 234

Phone 39

Neatness counts at college.
Have

that well dressed
appearance

WILL ROGERS

BLDG.

MEADOW GOLD

Pasteurized, Homogenized Milk 1s good Health
Insurance. Ifs fortified with 400 unit$ of Vitamin
D.

You'll find Meadow Gold at all Grocers.

MEADOW
I

T HE . . .

fraternity

phytes Sunday at 1 :30 p. m. in the

were admitted to full membe rship

in the fraternity

Gamma

SIGMA TAU Delta, honorary

Those

pledges who successfully completed

a course of pledgeship

TAU

Literary Supplement

gave a banquet for its nine Neo

Sigma Kappa fraternity were in

OFFICE OF the Dean of Men is
anxiously

English Clu� to Edit

Kappa Sigs, Sig Taus Close
Pledge Classes, Initiate 9 Each

Harried Housing

GOLD

r are req
r intention t<
er. This will
gn their pl
r students wl
ve them, De:

CHATTERBOX
B�glnners' beauty ls the beginning of wisdom. You're
•

NEW

hair, and young beauty require to keep them In delicate bloom.

PORTRAIT
DELUXE

COLD

�

You're never too y oung to use the careful and c nsummate

WAVE PERMANENT
FEATURING

New Twin Grip Plastic Curlers
ACROSS

FROM

OLD

MAIN

For Afternoon Snacks
Try Our

e
e
•

SANDWICHES
SOFT DRINKS
SALADS·

J. M. Williams, Prop.

Ph. 210

Makes Home
Permanent Waves
100 Per Cent LOVELIER

•

Mver too young to practice the care that young s k In, young

50 Per Cent EASIER

BLACK'S PHARMACY

cosmetics created by Elizabeth Arden for her baste octet of

Beauty Essentials for Youth,

$7.50

Coordinated Make-Up,

and Its companion piece ol

$5.75.

VETE:
CJ
S E Ri

ptlcaa plva tax..

10WL WALGREEN AGENCY

24 HOUR

DRUG STORE
:EAST SIDE SQUARE

and
8811

�
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Round and Round

As

receptionist as Pem hall. Her main idea does not call for being a good

plans to go into the weekly news
paper field.
Editing Bits From Business is
one of June Bubeck's many activ
ities. She is a member of Delta
Sigma Epsilon
sorority,
Kappa
Delta Pi, Pi Omega Pi, Eastern
Business
club,
and
State club,
WAA. This year Miss Bubeck was
senior attendant to the Homecom
ing queen. She is a business educa
tion major and plans to teach a
business course in high school next
year.

Girl Scout, but rather to have f\;rst choice of male callers.

Middlesworth Again

Scott Whitsett says,
"I like
Eastern co-eds, but it would be
much better if I could just fall into
their arms without falling into
their hands." . . . Keith Lambird
is now operating a 1947 Chryt1ler
"Windsor" around campus in his
spare time. Of course, there are
other fellows with cars, but here
is one that isn't married.

Shirle y Middlesworth,
Tri Sig
ma vice-president, is editor of '48
Warbler and was associate editor
last year. Miss Middlesworth, a
senior majoring in English, plans
to teach that course in high school
next year. In her senior year,
she was junior aid and was select
ed for Who's Who.

•

MEMBERS of . Alpha
Mu
1pter of Gamma
Delta, na
Lutheran student organiza
on campus, attended the in1·onal convention at Lincoln,
• last
Friday, Saturday, and

l'j.

,
le

lutem

students who
at
the convention were :
1ne Engel, national Secy of Gamma Delta, Bill
1ing, president of the
1pter, ,R a y m o n d Kolbus,
1'lyn Poehler, and Ed Lohr1Se of the convention was
1vide inspiration to achieve
ls of Gamma Delta and op1ities for fellowship with Lu
students from other cam-

11red
1istance
[>COrD
1> parties
36

>lls

tY

eonvention opened at 4 p. m.
with registration
at
the
sker hot�l. An informal re
in was held at
9 :30 p. m.,
at 11 p. m. delegates attended
vespers at the Trinity

1'ght

lllsiness sessions, war me1 services, and tours of
campus and city, includ
a visit to the state cap
was the order of the daJ(
1rclay. In the evening the
a semi•ention attended
,) banquet at
the Corn
:er hotel. S unda y morn
was given over to worship
ces
'
and election of new
1rs, At 1 p. m. a plenary
1n was held, followed by
lustallation
of
offi,cers.
eonvention ended at 3 :30
..

tornhusker
hotel at Linas couvention head
' The Saturday
business
·
and luncheon were held
Student Union building on
iversity of ,Nebraska cam-

1erved

. J:astern students · drove to.
in Raymond Kolbus' car,
tharleston a t 7 a. m. Fri
retuming
late
Sunday

Po nders with

n

Libera lism

on

SHOULD honor students
the title of
1erals ?" was
before
1ul Sloan's address
1ual open meeting of Kap
lta Pi on Tuesday evening,

11.
the best thinking of gift1)e should be directed toworld problems was
ion of Dr. Sloan who con
freedom from restraint
freedom directed by intelli
mphasized, as in chapel
lowing Wednesday, that a

Wving
�

cteristic of the free is
1binking.
eiitertainment for the
was provided by Maxine
and, following the speech
Sloan, a reception was giv
llonor students and refresh
'
were served.

Similes, Windsors; History and
Something About Geraldine
DONALD MOBERLY, who has slipped unnoticed through two years
of school, brought the Social Science department to their feet ap

plauding last week by composi 1lg a chart on American history. Donald
was plugged by Dr. Sharp . . . Geraldine McBride generally acts as

Virginia Brandmayr has a friend,
Lucille Delap, who can
analyze
hand writing and from it reveal
character. Last year Dr. Reinhardt
gave a lecture on the futility of
such a practice. And, although Vir
ginia and Lucille ma y have heard
similar
opinions,
business
still
goes on. "'The idea," says Virginia,
"is to get a fellow to write you a
letter,
analyze it,
then
decide
whether it is safe to go with him
or not. Works fine so far." . . .
Sammye Swango was married to
Arthur "Bud" Aikman last Sat
urday, Nov. 8, at
the
Mattoon
Methodist church.
Both are stu
dents planning to continue
their
'
education.
Charles Snyder says, "The fel
low that said, 'The art of making
much show with little substance,'
wasn't talking about conceit; he
was talking about VA checks." . . .
694 othe r vets agree with him . . .
Bob Simpson boldly announces, and
without constraint or embarrass
ment, that college
bores him.
"There 's a reason," says Bob, · "I
only get four hours sleep most
nights."
Bad Starters
Missing first 8 o'clock class.
Forgetting to
add
Dr.
to
Prof's name . . . Saying the
·
Tribune ,was oke y in Journal
ism class • • . Reading the
News in assembly . . • Arriv
ing at the
"Little
Campus"
for dinner five minutes after
12 • . • Saying Pem Hall girls
were stupid • . . Asking H RH
if he belonged to the Student
Council " • • Getting put on
probation after first six weeks
. • •
Missing the Fall Festival.

15 Students Represent
Eastern in 'Who's Who'
( Continued from page 1 )
star"-is a junior majoring i n phy
sical education, from Olney. Such
honors as most valuable basket
ball player in IIAC, mo.st valuable
footbal l player in '46, captain of
the basketball and football teams,
high individual scorer on the track
team, have been bestowed on Mr
·
Hudson, Sig Tau.
Rose Jarbo from Grayville,
is
president of the women's league.
She is a member of mixed chorus,
Business club, Eastern State club
and student council. Last year she
was president of her sorority, Sig
ma Sigma Sigma.
Metter Chosen
Ray Metter, president of Sigma
Tau Gamma, is a senior majoring
in mathematics and
minoring in
physics. Mr. Metter is a member
of the Math club, Science club, and
last year was president of Kappa
Mu Epsilon and a junior marshal.
Mr. Metter plans to do graduate
· work at the University of Illinois
or · Northwestern.
Betty Baughman, senior, elected
to Who's Who last year, is presi
dent of her sorority, Delta Sigma
Epsilon, and Pan-Hellenic. She is
a member of Sigma Delta, Forum,
Kappa Delta Pi, Gamma Theta Ep
silon, and secretary of social sci
ence honorary dub. Miss Baugh
man, a social science major, plans
to take graduate work or teach
next year.
Bob Black, News editor, is a so
cial science major, journalism mi
nor. He is a member of Sigma Tau
Gamma fraternity, vice president
of
ICP A,
member
of
Sigma
Delta. His most important "out
side activity", however,
is
his
mon1!h-old daughter, Karen Eliza
beth. After graduation, Mr. Black

RUSKIN THOMPSON

As covered as the naked truth.
As blaok as a white lie. (A very
ancient one)

AND SON MARKET
"Biggest Little Store

Revised Quotations

in Town"

Liberty of life is the thought 'Of
the soul.
Pessimism is the madness
of
maintaining that everything is
wrong when it is right.

CAPPA-LEE

Notice
PLEASE CONSULT the graduation list

posted

outside

the Registrar's Office and re
port to M,iss Thomas any er
rors in

spelling of names or

in majors and minors.

���

Co-Recreation Night
Attracts l 50 Sport Fans
C 0L LEGE

CO-RECREATION

night last Thursday was spon
sored by WAA and Varsity club
and was held in the Health Edu
cation

building

from

7 :30

until

10 p. m.
The evening's program consisted
of ping pong, shuffleboard, danc
ing,

badminton,

basketball.

volleyball,

ing more than 150
tended
various

and

Throughout the even
students

and participated

in

FREE

DELIVERY

Will Rogers

'!'heatre

Bldg.

sports.

Dorothy

Hart

White, physical

and

Clifford

education

staff

members, were chaperones.

fraternity, is a member of Kappa
Mu

Epsilon,

student council,

portionment board,

and Math club. He plans to work
on his master's degree next year.

NEW GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
Bicycles-All

Sizes

Tricycles-All Sizes
Skates-Chicago Rink
Music Supplies
Sporting Goods
Wheel Goods

HARRISON'S
BIKE SHOP
712 Jackson

Phone 286

PAUSE FOR COKE
HELPS MOTORISTS
DRIVE REFRESHED

MART

STAPLES AND FANCY
:NTS PLANNING to leave

at the end of the fall
are requested to report
1tion to Dean Hobart F•·
This will make it possible
their places in classes to
who may be anxious
them, Dean Heller announ-

idents

GROCERIES - MEATS
FRESH FRUIT'S AND
VEGETABLES

Phone 2 1 90

708 Lincoln

Yo u're

skin, you ng

MAPLE HOTEL

.nca te bloo m.

SERVING DAILY

I con sum mate

DELICIOUS STEAKS, CHOPS

oslc octet of
o nio n piece ol

and

CAB
SERVICE

. CHICKEN DIN NERS

Special Thanksgiving

Dinner, Turkey and Goose

SPECIAL DINNERS PREPARED

1 tallM

for

Call 61

CLUBS AND PARTIES
By Reservation

SPECIAL
Cube Steak, French Fries, Salad $1
and out-of-town
aervice

HOME COOKING

6¢

PL E A S E retum
empty bottles promptly
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

OP:Eli EVENINGS UNTIL · 8 :30

MA'ITOON
PHONE 338

ap

Varsity club,

PHONE 156

FOOD

at
the

'

Silly S imiles

\

Roy Miller, Phi Sigma Epsilon
president, is a senior majoring in
physics. This year, Mr. Miller is
a member of the Ham club, Math
club, and Science club.
He was
class president in his
freshman
year. Mr.
Miller
plans to take
graduate work next year.
Jack Muthersbough,
Sig
Tau,
was presidP.nt of his class as a ju
nior and •., associate editor of the
News. He is a member of Sigma
Delta and student · council.
Mr.
Muthersbough is majoring in so
cial science and geography. Last
year, he was elected to Who's Who.
John Roberts, senior
majoring
in business education, is president
of Pi Omega Pi, last year he was
elected to Who's Who and was
president of the Players. Mr. Rob
erts played the part of Albert in
the '47 Homecoming
play "D;iar
Ruth." ,.He has been cast in every
Eastern production except one dur
ing his college career. Next year
he plans to teach business educa
tion in high school
Queen of the '47
Homecoming
was Arlene Swearingen, Tri Sig
ma from Mattoon. She is major
ing in elementary education �nd
plans to go into that field
next
year. Miss Swearingen is a mem
ber of Women's league and ACE.
Bernard Waren,
president
of
Men's union, is a senior majoring
in mathematics, minoring in social
science and PE. Mr. Waren, quar
termaster of Phi Sigma
Epsilon

��

COCA-COLA BO'ITLING

Cu.

©) 1947, The C.xa-Cola Compm1y
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Mr. Fixit

Shark Cut

Brain Teaser

I'

1

'
Educational films sliown on the campus are handled through the
Science buildi�. Above
Darrell Statzer repairs the department's broken
·

projector.

Reasoning, ,Gift of Scien�e
"THE

.
t
SCIENCE building affords adequate laboratory and classroom

facilities for college classes in botany, chemistry, geography, geolo�
gy, hygiene, mathematics, physics, and zoology. The biological and physi
cal science laboratories for the high school are. also located in this
building."-Eastern Illinois State college bulletin-1947-48

fish.

gular structure on college grounds.

by learned experimental scientis'ts.
Now students, following patterns

common that they are now taken
without
comment--accepted
as
an integral part of American life.
One hears only remarks about the
design of the building or the com
pleteness of the equipment in the
building.

of education, probe the existing
laws of the universe-duplicate
experiments to prove to themselves
the fundamental rules of nature.

verifiable general

Webster's Student Dictionary.

laws; as, mathematical sciences.:_

.

A Science building is not a sin-

It's Round!

Talk of this sort did at one time
exist, and Galileo was questioned
by an irate Inquisition .whose mem
bers felt that such theories were in
direct opposition to Holy Writ.
Aristotle was the sage of the day,
and his conception of the perfect
universe was
steadfastly
main
tained by the Peripate.tics who
thought they were right.
Now Galiieo Galilei's name is
reverently engraved over the en
trance to the
Science building
wherein students follow the ad
;rice that was given to the world

_

That is the real gift.
science to our times--the r
soning that precludes reek!
assumption-the calm, criti
( Continued on page 7)

MAKE

IT

A

Eastern's

Geography

department

familiarizes the

student

the earth's topography, structure and weather. Dr. Ruby Harris
beside the familiar globe.

with

poses

Wil l Rogers Theater Bd.

Radios,

Phonopraghs

and Records

Yes, they learn the facts and the
laws of science, but along with this
data, they learn the reasoning of
science and the lesson that this
reasoning gives.

VAN B ELL'

E LECTR I C

No present laws of science are
based on emotional
superstition.

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

DEALER

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
We Offer The Following Services
1. WRECKER

/

MUSIC

CHRISTMAS

AUTHORIZED

GATES BARB E R S H O P

a

A student of science when a
question concerning
an
i
should not reply, "No, beca
do not like it." He replies, "
because the assumption that ii
basis is erroneous. The law of
and such, .which has no excep ·
disproves it."

They learn the facts have
been gathered through cen·
turies of learning-the classi·
fication and characteristics of .
trees. They observe structures
of basic life through
micro·
scopes and m a g n i f y i n g
glasses. They study the reac·
tions of chemistry and analyze
for themselves the contents of
the compounds upon which our
civilization leans. They probe
the laws and theorems of
mathematics-if A is identical
with B, and B is identical with
C, then A is identical with C.

There are no exclamations
of awe that the professors say
that the earth is a sphere, Oi'
that the earth revolves about
the sun. Copernicus' theories
are now so well established
that his name is reco�nized
only by a
few.
Galileo
is
associated with one of his
minor experiments
on th�
Leaning Tower of Pisa.

fication of facts, esp. with the establishment of

Campbell and Peyton Holaday examine the earthly remains of

As a matter of. fact, they are so

Science-A branch of study concerned with observation and classi

E

The Zoology department learns of living organisms.

Dr. Lawrence A. Ringen
berg writes an algebra test on
the blackboard.

SERVICE

2. ALEMITE LUBRICATION
3. - ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCING

Varsity Cl ub to Fete

PRAIRIE FARMS.

Western Ball Club

4. MOTOR REBUILDING
5. GENUINE FORD PARTS

MILK

THE VARSITY club will act as
host to the Western
squad
at
a buffet lunch
after
the
game Saturday. The affair, to be
held in the Women's glrm, will be
open to Eastern's "A" and "B"
squad members and their dads.
Varsity club members should sign
a list in the athletic office if they
plan to attend.

A PRODUCT THAT MUST PLEA SE "
Pro m pt Delivery Service

WOMEN ARE BEGGING US

A sk Your Grocer

FRESH HOT

.

·44 1

PHONE

than homemade!

SODAS AND

In just 30 minutes the Bendix has
finished your wash

I C E C R EAM
Just 4 Doors South of the
Square on Sixth St.

I

Bring Your Entire Week's Wash to the .

LAUNDER-RITE

HOME MADE

for these pc
tionaJ inforn

preparation tastier

GIANT MALTS

G R E E N 'S

lications
sh
the
Ex:ecut'
of U. S. Ci
for the V
on, Branch
est Jackson
8, Ill. Appli1
on the expe1
ahown in th1
tten test bei:
1.0sitio ns. M•
rved in the
Army and
of the Navy
ence
toward

Cause they find our dough

POPCORN
SUNDAES

. for the Recip

TIVE SEC
Board of U.
iners for th1
tion has I
tions will b<
11, 1947, for
cy helper,
from $182
acancies tc
in the Su
and Wisco

30c
Per Machine Full with SOAP FREE
All Automatie_ Bendi� Machines
,
Open Daily Except Sunday From 7 a. m. to 8 :30 p. ln. ;

TODA Y'S SPECIALS

•

Fresh Baked Pies

•

Variety of Cakes

•

Breakfast Rolls

•

Wide Assortment of Pastries

K E I T.H 'S

BASEMENT OF THE LAWES HOTEL

BA K E RY

Private Entrance on 5th Street

"Home of Keith's Bread"

LAUNDER-RITE
CHARLESTON, ILL.

PHONE 2340

For Oil

WHI1
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Reads Leaves

Watts News

Reasoning, Gift
Of Sc ience
( Continued from page 6 )
consideration of both sides of
an argum ent.
The mechanical gifts of science
are

incalculable.

Our · modern

civizilation rests upon the gifts of
genius. Our luxuries . and

neces

sities are both to a great exent born of the 'parent Science.
But the gift of ·reasoning analy
tically is the most practi�l gift in
these trying times.
There is no
scientific basis for intolerance.

Civil Service Positions
Open with VA

. (llarry

E. Peterka (above ) 'demonstrates to his class that the

1hyll of a green leaf is dissolved in alcohol, l�vink the remainder
lea1 intact.

dns of

Chem-ites

gift
�eal
mes--the rea,
ludes reckl
c alm, critic:
n page 7 )

MUSIC

•

fMAS
t0nopragh11

ecords

'York and

Roy Sheppard take readings from a vapor pressure

in Physical Chemistry class. They explained that the appara·

.ple.

plication forms

may be obtained

from the above mentioned Execu
tive

VE SECRETARY
for
1rd of U. S. . Civil Service

D

for the Veterans Ad
ion ha s announced that
ins will be accepted until
1947, for the position · of
,helper, with
salaries
from $1822 to $1954 per
r1eancies to be filled are
In the States of Illinois,
ind Wisconsin.

EALER

should be
filed
Executive
Secretary,
U. S. Civil Service Ex
for the Veterans Admin
Branch Office No. 7,
Jackson boulevard, Chi
m. Applications will be
the experience and edu1wn in their applications,
test being required for
.'lions. Men and Women
in the Mec;lical Corps
1y an
the Hospital
\he Navy can apply such
toward the require-

1tions

d

these positions.
and ap-

I

ier
I

or from the Di

rector, Seventh U. S.
vice Region,

New Post

Civil

ies

IN CONTRAST with the professor

. W. Palmer, News adviser, gets an
F for his efforts this week, be
cause he let two errors slip by on
one galley which he was proofread
ing.
Ironic part of the
story was
that one of the mistakes came in
the name of Shirley Middlesworth,
· Warbler editor and close associate
of the Doctor's. It seems that Shir
ley's name was spelled with a y on

·.-

b�:.-:._ ��
�

R YA N ' S
South Side Square

�

_

.... ..

HARDWARE

��

Phone 4 1 6

�

-��

.

�

on

·
�

•

•

·

.

See Us For .
Sporting Goods

Gifts

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Housewares

Dishes

Leather Goods

Glass

DR. 0. E. HITE

N. C. IKNAYAN, M. D.

DENTIST

Charleston, Illinois

First National Bank Bldg.
Office Houts,

I

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

9 : 00-4:30

Phone 69

501 Jackson

Residence 380

Offic• Phone 350

Hours by Appointment

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

DR. W. B. TYM

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG.
Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808

'

I

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones : Off. 476 ; Res. 762

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.
MACK W." HOLLOWELL, M.D.
Hours by Appointment
604 lh Sixth St . .
Office Phone 30
Res. Phones 770 - 403

to take ad

stitut ion.

- · - · .. -

!!p
!tfj �

-., . . "�- .�·

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

vantage of the servic

,. , .

LIST & LIST, Props.

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

es rendered by this in

..- .

SOFT DRINKS

Dress Well Shop

FROMMEL

students

T H'. S

SANDWICHES

Every eye
.
you when you
...,... .
wear your treasured Flatternits
so
exquisitely fashioned of du font Nylon.
Today's longer hemlines require their halo of
loveliness, their oh-so-flattering fit !
In beautiful shades
kept new by LUXing

We extend an invita
'
tion to all Eastern

� E RY

�

..

Physicians and Surgeons

mt of Pastries

AND
DINNER
LUNCHES

,

.,,,.;,:·:�

Color Sets

�

PLATE
.

'"" � .�-

1 from

Phone 598

EAST S I DE CAFE

in the education department, who
got an A for efforts, Dr. Francis

FINE PHOTOGRAPHS

IF YOU feel lucky, and like to
dance, you can't afford to miss
the
Gobble
Hobble,
Saturday,
November 22. Bud Roderick will
play for this Sig Tau sponsored
shindig. Time: 9 p. m. to 12 mid
night. Place : Old Aud.

the end and Dr. Palmer failed to
correct it.

Recogniz'e Middlesworth

Perfect Gift

MATERIALS

:es

-

Adviser Fails To

Always the

Building,

ater Color Sets

SPECIALS

Dr. Glenn Lefler advises a laboratory group in Physics 237 (elec

tricity) on its circuit hook-up for a split-phase start-single-phase run '.
·
motor.

..--

Ser

Chicago 7, Ill.

PHONE 492

"

--

I

our dough

Secretary;

APPLICATIONS ARE being accepted for the positions of· elec
trocardiograph
technician
and
electroencephalograph
technician
for duty with the Veterans Admin
istration in the states of Illinois,
·
Indiana and Wisconsin.
Entrance salaries for these posi
tions range from $2168 to $3494
per year, and are based on the
standard federal work week of
40 hours. Additional compensation
is provided for any authorized
overtime worked in excess of the
40-hour week. Salaries are in
creased following the satisfactory
completion of each 12 months of
service until the maximum rate
for the grade is reached.
No written test is required. Ap
plicants will be rated according to
their experienc� and education as
shown in their application Form
57.
Applications will be accepted by
the Executive Secretary, Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners for
Administration,
the
Veterans
Branch Office No. 7, 226 West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago 6, Ill.,
until further notice . .
Further information and appli
cation forms -may be
obtained
from the Regional Director, Seven
th U. S. Civil Service Region, Chi._cago 7, Ill., or from the Regional
Director, Sixth U. S. Civil Service
Region, Post Office and
Court
house
building,
Cincinnati
2,
Ohio.

\c
�

DR. DEAN A. AM.BR

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Visual Training

Charleston National Bank

- �

-

C?SE

OPTOMETRIST

North Sid� of Square
Phones 3�5 and 340

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Office Hours, 1 : 00 to 6 : 00
5 1 1 1h Jackson Street

P. B. L1.. 0 YD, M. D.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Linder Bldg.
Phones : Office 94 ; Res., 694

DR. DUNCAN, M. D.
Hours by Appointment
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Office and Res. Phone 12
803 Jackson Street

- ---

�

. .

,

Wednesday, November.
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B Team· Undefeated; Beats Millikin 25-12
SCORING THREE times in the
final period, Eastern's rampag
ing B eleven toppled the Millikin
B eleven last Friday afternoon at
the JMU field, 25 to 12. The vic
tory gave the Panther Cubs an
unblemished record for the cur
rent campaign with six triumphs.
The first period did not produce
any score, but in the second period
Phil McFadden intercepted a Bill
Sargent flash pass intended for
Larry Mizner on the visitors · 20
and scampered the rest of the
way untouched for a touchdown.
The attempted placement
was
wide and the half ended Millikin 6,
Eastern O.
Bill Crumb set up the first
Panther score in the third per
iod by breaking through for ·
43 yards to the Big Blue 8.
Two plays later Sargent plung·
ed over from the three on a
quarterback sneak. Bill Mus·
selman converted and EI led
7-6. Late in the same quarter
Dale Robinson recovered an
Eastern fumble for the Blue
on the Eastern 17. Phil Dur·
land,, on the first play, made a
great catch of Dick Lockmil·
ler's pass in the end zone for
a touchdown. The attempted
placement was again wide, and
the Big Blue was on the long
end of a 12-7 count. \
The fourth period was all East
ern. A Crumb TD was called back
because of a clipping penalty. Two
plays later Millikin took over and
punted out. Dick Perry picked up
the punt on his own 27 and raced
73 yards down the side lines to
pay dirt. Some telling blocks by
his teammates made the journey
much easier for Perry. Musselman's
attempted conversion was low and
once more the Panthers led. 13-12.
Hank Lopinski, a few plays later,
punted out on the Millikin 3-yard
line. Don Slocum attempted to .
quick-kick but it was blocked, and
Bill Grisom dropped on it in the
end zone for a touch-down. Again
Musselman's kick was low, and
Eastern led 19-12. The season's
scoring ended when Sargent hit
Mizner with ·a flat pass, who ran
it to the Big Blue 13. Ken Meyers
picked up 11 yards and a first
down on the enemy two. Paul Bur
rus ploughed over from there, and
the game ended Eastern 25, Milli
kin 12.
Coach
Rex
Darling's
B
squad deserves a lot of praise
for the fight and will to win
they displayed on the gridiron
this fall. In two of their games
they had to come from behind
to win. They took Scott Field
into camp. 20-7 ; turned back
Millikin twice, 24-0 and 25-12;
Indiana State twice, 49-0 and
30-6; and squeaked by Normal
7-6. They amassed the total
of 151 points while letting
their,. opponents score but 31.
No individual player can be
picked out as the star.
'fhe steady playing of the line
men may be counted as the decid
ing factor in the six victories.
Tschannen and Beach
at
the
guards;
Taylor, Grissom,
and
Horsley at the tackles, and White
at center opened gaping holes in
the enemy lines to allow the fast
moving backs to roar through.
John Lopinski's punting has more ·
than once pulled the Panthers out
of danger. The running of Perry,
Crumb, Mizner, and Burrus, along
with the field generalship and the
very accurate passing of Sargent,
has amassed a lot of yardage.

' Get Yo,ur I ntra mura l Te a ms I n Ea rly
THE INTRAMURAL

Basketball

league will start at the

begin

ning of the winter quarter. Athletic
Director Charles P. Lantz issued
the announcement that all teams
must be organized and player lists
turned in to him as soon as possi·
ble.

/t. list of players, team
manager, and the team name
will have to be turned in to
Dr. Lantz before the end of
this quarter if the team wishes
to be assured of a position in
the league. Ten players will
be the limit of each club.
The League will probably con-

HOCKEY TOU RN EY E N GAGES F EMS
SOPHOMORE HOCKEY classes were recently tested on dribbling, · driving, and stopping for speed and accuracy. Virginia Boyer, was the
fastest in the class with a 19.4 seconds over a 25-yard obstacle course.
Neva Ballard and Margaret McKinney were the highest in driving and
stopping with a perfect score of five out of five attempts.
In

sophomore fundamentals, tests were given in agility, curls,
hanging, and the jump. Each girl
was given a percent efficiency and
a class rating. Following are the
equipment out for the weekend at
highest : Deva Kibler with a 91 the towel-room.
per-cent efficient ranked first in
In junior badminton
Doro
the class; Almeta Greathouse, 89,
thy Cooley and
Jean
Marie
second; Florence Robinson, 85 %. ,
Potter were
able to hit the
third; Betty Frew and Mary Pat
bird 75 times per minute in a
ton, 85, fourth; and Betty Nance,
recent test. Four ' girls scored
84 % , sixth.
10 perfect serves out of 10 at
In the
sophomore
hockey
tempts. These were Marilyn
tournament. J a h a 1 a Foote's
Bagby, Sara Berninger,
Es
team won over Troesch's in a
talene Meeker, an d Marguerite
two-game series in the 10 :00
Rhodes.
a. m. class. Foote won the first
Modern
dance club is working on
4-0 and the second 3-2. The
the first two scenes of· Green Pas
second game was • really
a
ture!\ The title of the dance is
thriiller. Troesch came up from
"Creation of the Earth," a negro 's
a half-time S'core of 3-0, mak
version of the creation
of
the
ing two goals in the final half.
earth. They may present the danc
In the 4 p. · m. Barbara Monti
es in a play-day at Champaign.
cue's team defeated Ruth Hilde
Pictures are being taken this
brand's and Betty Frew's teams b)'
week. Hockey was · taken Monday.
the score 1-0 and 2-0 respectively.
On Wednesday golf pictures are
Two of the
freshman
soccer
to be taken at the regular meet
\:lasses ha�e divided into teams. In
ing. Wear slacks. On Thursday at
the 1 p. m. section Glenda Stom
9 :30 a. m. archery club has its pic
baugh and Virginia Brandmayr are
ture taken in blue sweat shirts and
the captains. Anna Jean' Bates and
plaid skirts. Thursday at 5 p. m.
Pam Ames are the captains in the
tenni s club, in white
shorts and
2 :00 p. m. class.
skirts, will have theirs taken. All
members of the clubs attend.
Seniors can now check archery

THE CAMERA SHOP

706 Jackson Street
Charleston, IJJ.
Ph. 2305

EASTERN'S
PANTHERS
eked
out their traditional 13
points
but were massacred by a pile
driving Southern eleven by the con
vincing score of 33 to 13 in Mc
Andrew
stadium in Carbondale
Saturday, November 15.
The overwhelming victory
made the Maroons undisputed
IIAC champions, and practic
all y cinched an invitation to
pla y in the first annual Corn
Bowl game at Bloomiington.
The mighty Maroons' offensive
powerhouse, scoring in every per
iod, literally tore the Panther de
fense apart. Their defense, spark
ed by John Corn, 205 pound tackle
from Benton, played · havoc with
the Panther aeri�l attack as they
intercepted three Eastern aerials
deep in their own territory.
In similarity wiith previous
con�ests, Eastern opened up
the scoring with a· temporary
flash of power, early in the
first period.
After
Barnes
blocked a Maroon punt on his
own 40, Johnson
picked up
three over center, and
then
Babb dropped a pass' intO the
waiting arms of Ghere, who
beautifully side-stepped two
would-be tacklers and romped
50 yards for the tally. Gross'
boot was perfect and Eastern
led for the last time 7 to O.
The determined Maroons prompt
ly retaliated and began steam-rol
ling toward the conference cham
. pionship. Sustained marches, fea
turing end arounds and double re·
verses, made for Southern tallies
almost at will. '
Southern led the Panthers
33 to 7, when, with less than
seven minutes remaining
in
the final period, Eastern re,cov
ered a Maroon fumble on their
own 45 yard stripe and head
ed for that coveted 13th point.

9uarafft61

We
•
.

.

•

•

H a i rcuts

Three plays later Gross
to Ghere for a first down on
ern's 41. Babb and Lencioni
combined first downs to p$
ball on the 15. Then after
to Ghere for five yards,
shuffled a toss to Adams who
eraled to Smith going over f
count. Gross failed to conv
the final score read South
Eastern 13.
ago

Eastern (13)
Hudson
LaRose
Snapp
Stivers
Davisson
Pitol
Ghere
Babb
Benoche
Johnson
Gross

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB

Eastern

7

Southern

7

Touchdowns :
Eastern:
Smith ;
Southern :
Hughes
Sawyer ( 2 ) , Mathieu ; Point.
touchdown : Eastern : Gross;
ern: McGinnis ( 2 ) , Hughes.
Substitutions : Eastern:
Robertson,
Sowinski,
Bo
Hilligoss, Wargo, Boyle,
Sweet, Anderson, Barnes, S
Bujnowski, Howarid, Smith,
gu, Carlyle, Boone, Baker,
Mills and Sargent. .
Southern : Baysinger, He'
Gross,
Jones,
Mc
ron,
Crouch, Davis, Beltz, Cross,
Ragsdale, Sawyer, Wood,
son.

Montgomery
Cleaners

DELIVERY SERVI
Phone 68

lvash fJ1eHt, aMq waq �oci lika
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ilie size OR YOUR MONEY

Charh
OLD

•
"

•

MC

•

•

RELi.

•

Visit our Clean, Up-to-Date Shop and let us show
you that there is a difference in HAIRCUTS and
SHAVES.

We Take Time and Ca re
To cut your Hair so that it ·suits the shape of your
head and fits your personality.

B

Also, we specialize in EASY SHAVES

S I D N EY

WI LLIAM S

Down Stairs, tIOTEL BYERS

MATTOON, ILL.

Show Tonight?,
When you next take your
one and only to the show,
put on a little show yourself,
chum ! Show her how good
you look in a handsome
Arrow Shirt and a neat
looking Arrow Tie. Match•
ing Arrow Handkerchiefs
come in school colors. Shirts
from $3.25, Ties from $1,
Handkerchiefs from 35�.

CHRISTMAS IS .
COMI NG

(.

The reason it is imperative
the
clubs
should
organize
quickly is so the schedule can
be set up before the end of
this. quarter and play can be
gin right at the beginning of
the winter quarter.
Basketball players who do not
make the varsity will be happy to
learn that Dr. Lantz has tenta
tively scheduled
12
"B"
team
games and is hopeful of obtain
ing two more. Dr. Lantz is also
trying to secure a few more games
for the college varsity.

Feminine Feats

,Next year some of these boys
won't be playing with the B squad,
for they will be battling for start
ing berths on the varsity. We say
hats off to Rex Darling and his
fighting Panther Cubs on a high
ly successful season.

Buy Your Camera
Now

sist of 16 teams. If more apply,
however, Dr. Lantz will try to ar
range an expanded schedule.

Va rsity Beate n Ag a i n ; S o uth
· Ta kes Crown with 33- l 3 Win

Drop in a nd see us for Arrow Shirts and Tiesl

LIND ER

Clothing Co.

NORTH WEST CORNER OF THE SQUARE

Now in Brilliant Colors !

50% Wool

··-

50% Nylon

Put new color in your sport and
casual wardrobe with a m a z i n g
new 50% wool - 50% nylon· Adler
SC's. Long wearing, s u p e r b l y
comfortable, brilliantly colored ....
and Shrink - Controlled to stay
your
9 throug h

c:�I

maize
powder blue
royal blue
inaroon

cordovan

g135. <)

B OYE R

'

SPO RTING GOODS
EAST SIDE SQUARE

.y,
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t

Win

ARTHUR LOREN Aikman, sophomore from Mattoon, and Sammie

will be the

Western's

,, and

ill complete the

Leather

cast for

thers' 1947 gridiron finale
, November

22.

...thernecks, bolstered by

.ed �ettermen, hav;e had a

son and are bidding for

Int
.rs

win. Two

conference
ago

Macomb's eleven

fmpressive comeba<:k by
Millikin 27 to

ay they

bowed

13, but
to

a

·erful ,Normal team 27 to
will be counting heavily

ahifty

�
I
I
�

running of "Rambl-

'.e" Jackson, who earned
apot on the all conference

7

0

7

ii

Eastern:
t:
Hughes
1ieu ; Points
rn : Gross; S ·
2), Hughes.

Eastern: K
Bou
inski,
, Boyle, Len1
, Barnes, 8'
ard, Smith ,
1e, Baker, Ai
1t. .

singer, Heinz,
McG·
Jones,
3 eltz, Cross,
er, Wood,

gomery

last seaso n.

In the line Noah

, a 205-pound guard from

will be representing a lot
d wall as he rings down

in on four years of pig,y at Macomb.

Wix Garner's boys will
out plenty to knock over
ers even though they
e out of the IIAC cellar.

Ziegel Attends Meeting
Of Counselors in Chi

Lou

Swango,

Hindsboro,
November

DR.WILLIAM H. Ziegel, director
of guidance, attended a meeting
of the Midwest Admissions Counse
lors association at Highland Park
Wednesday, Thursday, and Fri
day.
Admissions Counselors
work
in guiding and counseling
high
school students for college.
Dr. Zeigel
also visited
high
schools in the Chicago area.

Com m erce Club

sophomore

were

8,

at

wed

2 :00

from

Saturday,

p.m.in the

Methodist church in Mattoon.

Both will continue their studies

�otorists Toot
.C ON busy Wabash av
In Terre Haute was tied up
November 8
between
8:15 p. m.by students of
State Teachers college
y staged a mass snake
pep session at the in
� Wabash and Seventh
·,

for a homecoming vic
St. Joseph college, ovet
students
completely
hay Saturday night traf-

of

Eastern's music department, who

is president of Illinois Music Edu
cation will go to Chicago N ovem

ber 23, 24 for the executive board
meeting of north central division
of music educators' national con
ference.

·old-Timers Tip

Chairman of the meeting was
Betty Baughman. Students inter
ested in graduate work were given
DURING THE business meeting
the low ·down, and helpful tips by
of the Commerce club mixer last
the
four
old-timers
conducting
Tuesday a vote was
carried
to
change its name to Business club. the meeting.
Initiation and dancing made the
e v e n i n g's
entertainment.
The
Meter Ho ay?
freshmen were charged with un
businesslike behavior• a n d sen
THE CASE of the absent-minded
tenced to sing for jury
of
six
professor was revived on Arm
freshmen ladies.These six ladies
istice day. Dr.Hans C.Olsen park
were contested to eating
apples
ed his car near the Will Rogers
from a string. The winner, Bar
theater, and obidient to custom, in
bara .Keen, and her partner lead
serted a nickel in the parking methe entire group in the first dance. ter.
\
Candy, mints and
apples were
He obviousl y forgot that park
served as refreshments.
ing meters are not in effect on

lid

holidays, or perhaps Dr. Olsen
just extravagant .

DR.DONALD A.Rothschild, head
of the department df psychology,
attended a conference of the Illi
nois Association of Applied Psy
chologists
in
Chicago
Tuesday
evening.
The symphosium was
on
the
Rorschach technique, a testing de
vise to qualitatively analyze pat
terns of behavior.

head

Purpose of the meeting is to
formulate plans for the next two
years and to set up work to be done
at the national conference in De
Foru m
troit next spring.
"INNER-SANCTUM" of the for
professional org1mization of pub
um met last Wednesday night
lic school, high school, college and
at the Delta Sig house to discuss
university teachers, and other pro
post graduate work.
fessional persons who are interest
Conducting the meeting were Dr. ed in the growth of music in the
Donald R. Alter,
Dr. Glenn H. United States.
Seymour, and Dr. Morrison Sharp.

Changes Their Name

Rothschild at Confo

DR. LEO J. DVORAK,

at Eastern Illinois State college.

·

ores Stage R ally

Lucky Strike Huckster

For Music Meeting

Swango Tie the Knot

Pa n th e rs fo r G ri d Fi n a l

t

Dr. Dvorak to Chicago

Bud Aikman, Sammie

tern, llAC Ce l l e r Dwe l l e rs,

THEATRE

"THEATRE

is

30 Years A go
CENTRAL NORMAL,
the
first
school to register points against
Eastern's tight defense this year
also managed, in spite of defeat,
to give the Panthers the scare of
their lives.

Eastern's Cook, who has played
his best at the right-half position
this season, was the man to watch.
Referee Callahan, after officiating
the game, gave a nod to Cook's
progressive activity and all-around '
spirit as being the chief reason for
the -Panthers' position in the ranks
of the undefeated.
Today's 13-7 win gives Eastern
Normal a record of five straight
victories for 1917.

THEATRE

THEATRE

Passes Out Free Fags
DENSE CLOUDS of smoke filled
the Chatterbox late Wednesday

morning.

Nothing quite so sensational as
a four-alarm fire was in progress;
the vapours, wafted through the
air by an influx of chapel-bound
students from a myriad of glowing
cigaretes dispersed through the
throng of students. .

Free packages of Lucky Strikes
had just been passed out by a man
representing the American Tobacco
company.While puffing on the "so
round, .
so firm, so fully packed"
fags, the crowd witnessed a movie
showing the selection, buying, and
production of tobacco used in
"Luckies" with appropriate testi
monials included.
The mo.vie concluded with the
musical selection "Deep in the
Heart of Texas" and a final re
minder by the huckste,p-- to always
buy "Luc1tles.
"

Eastern State Club
Plans Fuutre Functions
'l'HE EASTERN State club and
several
prospective
members
met last Tuesday evening in room
21.6 of the Science .building.
'rhe group discussed next year's
homecoming plans, the Founder's
day celebration, a series of class
reunions, the publication of the
college history, and of an alumni
register.

THEATRE

THEATRE

THEATRE

1 1 1](111 111
Always the Same . . .
ADMISSION - 16c & 30c

NOV. 21-22

FRI.-SAT.

Matinees Sat. and Sun.

lntrod uc ing

NOV. 21-22

FRI.-SAT.

ALLAN

NOV. 23-24

LANE

OLDEST

,......._..,

BOBBY BLAKE
Martha Wentworth

AND

SUN.-MON.

NOV. 23-24

�f'\N. ��rl/�

f�tM:ll\

ESTON
.NERS

�

1N B. MILLER
610 6th St.

-

.:

Hanfls Jewelry
West Side

Phone 256

Your Assurani:e of Quality
and Satisfaction

Luma·sa.,61

·

�

...

FASHION FORM

Roy Takes the

for
EXPECTANT MOTHERS

Beautifully
tailored
in .
rayon jersey, with a wide lace
hem.
·

All sizes, nude color only.
(1st Floor)

OODS
:E

...

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
NOV. 25-26-27

" PETTI-SLI P"

R ,_

�

$3.98
ALEXANDER ' S

West by
Storm with

GUNS !
F ISTS I
'*• SONGS !
NOV. 25-26

TUES.-WED.

A LONELINESS
NO MAN
COULD RESIST !

"'l'
/r2'."
<y £.
�·
.·

(

•

Wednesday, .November 1
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VA Annou nces Need

Tronsfer Stud ents
Represent 30 States

Fo r Thera py Aids
OPENINGS

( Continued from page 1 )
DePauw university
Hanover college
Indiana Central college
Indiana State Teachers college
Purdue university
Rose Polytechnic Institute
St. Joseph's college
University of Indiana
Valparaiso university
Wabash college

various

positions

therapy

Veteran

as

aids

in

Administration

hospitals in the states of Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin have been
announced by the Board of U. S.
Civil

Service

Veterans

Examiners for the

.Administration.

En

trance salaries for these positions
range from $1954 to $2394 a year.' No written test will be required;
applicants will be rated on edu

Iowa
Iowa State college
Kansas
Kansas .State Teachers college
University of Kansas
Kentucky
Berea college
University of Kentucky

cation and experience.

AAUW Members H

In G reat Books

PROGRAM SCHEDULE for
"Let's Go to College" for
this week is as follows :
November 19 - Children's
Hour, Dr. Bryan Heise.
November 20 - R a d i o
Workshop, Dean Ruyle.
November 21-Meet Your
High
School,
Villa
Grove
high schpol.
November 24-Music Ap
preciation, Lee Crook.
November 25--Patterns in
American
Poetry,
Dr.
H.
DeF. Widger.

Detailed information and appli
cation forms may be obtained
from the Director, Seventh U. S.
Civil Service Region, New Post
Office building, Chicago 7, Ill.

THE FACT that a book is famous
is enough to scare off some peo
ple who if they had the courage to
open the pages woul d find enjoy
ment and profit. We make the mis
take of. fearing that the immort
al things of art must be approach
ed through special studies and dis
ciplines, and we comfort ourselves
on the principle of sour grapes,
b y deciding that even if we were
prepared to read the classics, we
should find them dull.
But one explanation of any long
fame is that it was deserved, and

commissioner in Matt

,

on the different phases of
ing, and Girl Scouts gav
demonstration's at
the
meeting Monday in Mat

the men who · wrote thestl
would have been horrifie4 ·
had known that you and I
think of them only as ma
school and college courses.
from "The Delight of Greatl
by Erskine.

I

Louisiana
Louisiana State college

•
�repared

Notice

Maryland
U. S. Naval , Academy

�vailable,

Michigan
Adrian college
Detroit Institute of Technology
Michigan State college

A LIST of the names of stu-

Minnesota
Macalister college
St.• Thomas college

tion ticket is posted outside

dents who

have

their pictures taken

not
for

'cation oi

had

pact

the

te

.

office record and the recrea

for1

their pictures taken on Regis'·

tration Day, December 8, with

out fail.

•
Central State Teachers college
In the total of 166 transfer stu
dents in attendance now 90 have
studied at 19 other colleges and
universities in the state of Illi
nois. More . than half of these
(within the state.of Illinois) trans
fers have been from
the
Uni
versity of Illinois.

•

"You - strike it rich

when you choose
Chesterfield

tration
with
will be
only wi1
difficult
lrhose gri
put the1
se thehl
day so
bjects di

• • •

they're tops !"

��
A C A D B M Y AWA R D W I N N B R

STA R R I N G

I N PA R A �I O U N T' I

.,GOLDEN EARRINGS"

by B i g g s

gives your lovely woolens
and

Snappy Service

:I N N ·
6th and Jackson St.

students must arrange to have

Dry cleaning

Welcome College
Students to . . .

sheers

a

new

lease

on life. Bring them in to
day for cleaning that will
renew them .
•

BIGGS

THE HOME OF THE

HAMBURGER

CLEANERS

"BUY 'EM B Y THE SACK"
You'll like 'em the
way we fry 'em

-Pick Up Service
704 JACKSON

aororitie
bed in cc
training.
haTe adde·
ts and
ting,
the
for esta
ltanhellen

PHONE 456

Open 6 :00 A. M. to 12 :00 A. M.

Die Sta m ped School Boxed Paper
1st Box $ 1.29-2nd Box 1 C

Also School Jewelry on�-half price

•

* * * * *

KI NG B ROTH ERS
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE

}

A\ ALWAYS MILDER
• BETTER TASTING
4(1 COOLER SMOKING

.

$11/ll:fgfA/of- THEY
n�lllte SATISFY
5/fli
::
'1.t
�
;_
4/
.,s
.;,,;.
'7
, Ar

....,,/.
-1r1e

__
·
_
_

THE SHOP OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
E'

Phone 428

.

winte

the Registrar's Office. These

Mississippi
Mississippi college
Missouri
Missouri School of Mines
Northwest
Missouri
Teachers
college
Southeast Missouri
State col
lege
Stephens college
Washington university
Montana
Montana State college
New Hampshire
University of New Hampshire
N.ew Jersey
,
Princeton university
New York
Pratt Institute
Sycacuse university
North Carolina
Catawba
Ohio
Kenyon college
Miami university
Ohio Wesleyan university
University of Cincinnati
Oklahoma ·
University of Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
South Dakota
South Dakota State college
South Carolina
Wofford college
Tennessee
Freed-Hardeman college
Washington
State college of Washington
Wisconsin

)

FOR

occupational

Great Profit

Program Schedule

West Side Square
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